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It takes a village to raise young hockey players. In this
case, it takes two.

Over the weekend, Marblehead's rich hockey tradition
celebrated an incredible milestone as their St. Lambert
Exchange program marked its 50th year. For
generations, hockey playing youngsters in both the
Bay State's seaside town and the Quebec city have
taken turns visiting each other, playing hockey and
becoming friends on both sides of the border.

Teams of players ranging from ages 7 to 14 were on
the North Shore last weekend playing games at Salem
State's Rockett Arena, Connery Rink in Lynn and at
the Pingree School's Johnson Rink. Then coming up in
February, the St. Lambert families will reciprocate and
host the Marblehead youngsters for the second leg of
the trip.

The program is about much more than the game of hockey, however. It's termed a cultural exchange
because the players stay with host families, rather than in hotels, and are immersed in the culture of
the other country in way that leaves lifelong memories.

"The emphasis on the cultural experience. And the friendships and sportsmanship distinguishes St.
Lambert from a lot of other hockey tournaments. This is more than a tournament,"
said David Santeusanio, a Marblehead Youth Hockey board member who participated in the exchange
as a player and has watched both his son and daughter do so as well.

"It was a wonderful experience for me in the early 1980s and I still have memories of friendships, of
outdoor rinks that seems to be everywhere in Canada, and of the different foods, the French language
and being in a city that's crazy about hockey. It's incredible to watch my kids participate, and there are
examples of families that have had three generations in it."

Off-ice experiences just as memorable

The ceremonial puck drop
between Marblehead and St.
Lambert players as part of the
town's cultural exchange,
believed to be the longest of its
kind in North America.
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The Marblehead exchange with St. Lambert is believed to be the longest running of its kind in North
America. It began in 1964 when the late Bud Orne, revered figure in Marblehead that ran the
recreation department in town, and his St. Lambert counterpart, Eric Sharp, began the program.

"Bud Orne was a special treasure to Marblehead history, and this exchange is the legacy that Bud and
Eric Sharp left to their towns," said Stuart Woodrow, whose sons played in the exchange and
interviewed Orne for several pieces on the exchange back in 2004.

"Bud laughed and joked about all the years of piling the kids into the buses and driving five hours to
St Lambert for the weekend exchange. Bud was really proud of the fact that he was able to get all the
kids to participate — and not only the gifted players. I consider that one of his greatest gifts."

The exchange has evolved over the years, though the ice rink in St. Lambert hasn't changed much.
Parents who go up to Quebec as chaperones or to watch their kids play have vivid memories of
playing in the same arena, and the images come streaming back from their own youth hockey days.

"Back in the '70s we all took buses to Canada. Our parents would drop us off downtown, and the only
time we'd see them all weekend was in the stands during games," said Marblehead resident Brian
Gray. "I have vivid memories of sitting around the dinner table at my Canadian buddy's house and his
entire family was speaking French. I was 10 years old and had no idea what they were saying, but I
loved it. 

"It was off-ice experiences more than anything that makes this exchange so memorable."

Everlasting bonds

Players of all skill levels, both boys and girls, have a chance to play. There are even games where the
coaches mix the teams, with kids from Marblehead and St. Lambert playing together. Years after
playing in the exchange, graduated players sometimes come back to serve as referees.

They all look back on their time both in Canada and at home with their Canadian buddies fondly.

"I still remember the exchanges like it was yesterday,” said Ben Koopman, a captain of Marblehead
High’s 2010 Division 3 state championship squad who participated in the exchange as a youth hockey
player. “My cousin Jake Kulevich and I had the same buddy for three or four years. He’s playing
junior hockey in Canada now, and we still keep in touch. 

"I still remember what a blast we had at his house. That was the first time I saw the movie ‘Slap
Shot.’”

Kulevich is playing Division 1 hockey at Colgate and is just one example of future high level players
to participate in the exchange. Marblehead's Cory Schneider, a goalie with the New Jersey Devils,
played in the exchange as a youngster, as did Steve Kasper, a cemter who was from St. Lambert and
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won the 1982 Selke Trophy as the NHL's top defensive forward and later coached the team he began
his NHL career with: the Bruins.

The fact that the exchange is with a town in Quebec certainly adds to the cultural significance. The
French speaking culture and generally European feel of that particular province sets it apart from a
trip to, say, Ontario, in a unique and meaningful way.

Still, the biggest bond comes over the game that the youngsters from both countries have jumped into
with both skates.

"They really bond around hockey," said Santeusanio. "Away from the rink, they'll play knee hockey in
a den, or watch a game on TV and kid each other about the Bruins-Canadiens rivalry. They love street
hockey. Those events away from the actual games really help with those bonds, and they mean as
much as the stuff on the ice."

Part of the reason the exchange has endured as it has is the great experiences the current generation of
parents and youth sports leaders had as kids. They want to make sure their own kids can enjoy it, too,
and that's something that won't change.

It's been an incredible 50 years for these two hockey loving communities — and with any luck, the
exchange will continue for 50 more.
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